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or Sikyon or Megara with their despised " dusty-footed " l
country-folk dressed in goatskins,2 aristocracy is the rule.
So universal a form of government, appearing in many
self-contained and independent states, must have a common
social and economic foundation ; nor is this common founda-
tion hard to see. The best warlike equipment, especially
defensible armour, is expensive ; one remembers, in Homeric
warfare, the desperate eagerness to capture an opponent's
armour after killing him ; and men who possess the costly
brazen panoply (and horses to carry them, so armed, to
battle unwearied), can butcher or drive helplessly before them
a host of the " naked " 3 peasantry, armed sometimes with
little beyond clubs 4 and slings. This military dominance of
the rich is confirmed by their strategic position. The economic
centre of every Greek state was a pocket of fertile soil, or
occasionally two or three neighbouring pockets, i.e. plains,
among the prevailing rocky hills. Round about this centre,
with its walled Polis or with luck Akro-polis—the Akropolis
of Athens is a perfect example of such a " high-city ", a
defensible rock rising out of the corn-land—the state dominates
as much of the hill-country, useful for forest and rough pasture,
as its military strength can hold. But, of course, the richer
farmers are usually to be found precisely at the centre.
Men who hold land farther away hold, as a rule, poorer
land; fewer of them will be able to arm themselves cap-a-
pie in bronze ; and, in any case, they are not so well able to
meet together at the city and talk about any business of
public interest that may arise. In these circumstances it is
inevitable that, though in all ages and places the general
gathering of all free men remains a feature of Greek life—
the spontaneous gathering of a crowd in any crisis, whether
to decide what to do or merely to hear what has been decided
—yet by custom, gradually hardening into law (Greek
has only one word for both) and also by the right of the
1	Plut. Q.G. i; Hesych, s.v. KovioprotroSes (at Epidauros).
2	Theognis, 53 ff.; cf. Theop. frag. 195 (in Ath. vi, 271) on the
<f>opoi, Sheep-skin-wearers, the serfs at Sikyon.
3	yu/AvijTes, yvfj.v^aioi, serfs at Argos ; Pollux, in, 83.
ot, -, another name for the serfs at Sikyon : Pollux, ib.

